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In this paper, we investigate whether the rheology of plant proteins is following similar scaling rules, as recently
found for maltodextrins. The aim is to construct master curves of the rheology measurements, such that in
combination with the scaling rules, the rheology can also be extrapolated to relevant practical conditions, that
are not accessible with rheometers. We have analysed 4 different plant proteins, which are currently used in the
manufacturing of meat analogs, on which we have performed frequency and amplitude sweeps for a wide range
of temperatures and moisture contents.
The frequency sweeps show that for all investigated temperatures and moisture contents the protein doughs
show elastic behaviour for small strains and low frequencies, which maps on to a single master curve. Yet, the
linear elastic modulus is governed by the ratio of the (moisture-dependent) glass transition temperature and the
actual processing temperature (Tg/T).
Furthermore, we have constructed master curves for the strain sweeps, characterized by a critical strain that is
independent of moisture content and temperature. Beyond the critical strain, the protein dough is showing strain
thinning behaviour. Also with the use of literature data, we have found for pea a similar scaling exponent for
shear thinning, strain thinning, and the moduli in the transition zone. This seems to confirm that plant protein
doughs adhere to the Cox-Merz and Rutgers-Delaware rule, allowing translation to practical steady flow con
ditions as occurring during manufacturing.

1. Introduction
Rheological properties play an essential role in the making of meat
analogs via either extrusion or shear cell technology (Cornet, Snel, et al.,
2020). The flow conditions during processing enable the formation of a
fibrous structure, which is strongly dependent on the rheological prop
erties of the protein doughs (Schreuders et al., 2021; Wittek et al., 2020,
2021a). Hence, insight into the rheology will help in the selection of the
raw material for protein dough composition, and design of the process
(Wittek, Walther, et al., 2021). Furthermore, rheological properties are a
good indicator of textural properties, which should be preferably similar
to real meat, which is characterized by a high degree of elasticity
(Schreuders et al., 2022).
In a previous paper, we have shown that the small-amplitude oscil
latory (SAOS) rheology of other food biopolymers, i.e. maltodextrins
and starch, follows the Marin-Graessley model (van der Sman et al.,
2021). This model conforms to the classical picture of the transient
network model, identifying terminal, plateau, transient and glassy

zones, as shown in Fig. 1.
More interestingly, we have found that the rheological behaviour is
governed by Tg/T, the ratio of the actual temperature, T, and the glass
transition temperature, Tg, which is moisture dependent - as expressed
by the Couchman-Karasz relation (Van der Sman & Meinders, 2011).
Hence, via the ratio Tg/T one can capture the effects of both moisture
and temperature with a single parameter (Siemons et al., 2020).
Furthermore, we have shown that the investigated food biopolymers
follow the Cox-Merz rule - relating the scaling exponents of shearthinning behaviour with the scaling exponents of the complex
modulus with frequency in the transient zone (van der Sman et al.,
2021).
Consequently, we are interested in whether other food biopolymers
like plant proteins, used for meat analogs, adhere to similar scaling
rules. I.e. is the rheology governed by Tg/T, and do the Cox-Merz and/or
Rutgers-Delaware rule apply. The latter rule applies to the translation of
strain-thinning behaviour to shear-thinning behaviour (Vananroye
et al., 2011).
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containing 1% of NaCl. The protein powder was added to the salt so
lution and mixed thoroughly with a spatula. After mixing, all dispersions
were allowed to equilibrate at room temperature for 30 min before they
were measured in the rheometer. The moisture content for most of the
protein dispersion was varied in the range 40–70% (wet basis). We note,
that the vital gluten only absorbed a particular amount of moisture
during mixing, which was shown to be maximal 60%. Rheological
measurements with gluten were performed mostly at this moisture
content, except for the large strain sweeps the moisture content was
52%.
2.2. Rheological measurements with CCR
The rheological properties of the protein dispersions were deter
mined using a closed cavity rheometer (CCR) (RPA elite, TA in
struments, New Castle, Delaware, USA). The CCR is an oscillating shear
rheometer dedicated to the characterization of the rheological proper
ties of materials with high dry matter contents under shear and elevated
temperatures (i.e. the closed cavity enables measurements above
100oC).
The protein dispersions were placed between polyester films before
placing them on the geometry of the rheometer. The CCR was sealed
with a pressure of 4000 kPa to prevent water evaporation. Before per
forming actual measurements the protein dispersion samples were
incubated inside the CCR for 10 min at 90oC, to unfold all proteins
present fully. Via this pretreatment we ensure that all proteins, including
gluten, are in the denatured state. In this state, the proteins undergo the
structuring in the shear cell process and during extrusion (Cornet, Snel,
et al., 2020). Furthermore, after this pretreatment, the rheology is
reasonably independent of the history before the pretreatment, as in
(Schreuders et al., 2021).
In the first series of experiments, we performed frequency sweeps at
small strains (SAOS) for all proteins. Temperature was varied in the
range 90 ≤ T ≤ 140oC, and moisture content the range 40 ≤ MC ≤ 70%.
With these temperature and moisture content ranges we aim to be close
to operating conditions in shear cell technology and high moisture
extrusion used for the manufacture of meat analogs (Dekkers, Boom, &
van der Goot, 2018; Wittek, Zeiler, et al., 2021).
The exact conditions are listed in table A.1 (see Supplementary
Materials). For all measurements we performed sweeps first with
increasing frequency, followed by a sweep with decreasing frequency,
which varied from 0.05 to 50 Hz at a constant strain of 1%. Originally,
the upward and downward frequency sweeps were intended to investi
gate possible thixotropic effects. However, they were absent due to the
small strains applied. Consequently, the frequency sweep with
decreasing frequency was treated as a duplicate of the sweep with
increasing frequency. All measurements for a particular protein will be
mapped to a single master curve, using both horizontal and vertical
shifting, following the algorithm described in the next section. Similar to
maltodextrins (van der Sman et al., 2021), we have investigated whether
the shift factors scale with Tg/T.
Subsequently, amplitude sweep experiments were performed in a
similar temperature and moisture content range as the SAOS measure
ments, but the exact conditions are listed in table A.2. In the first series
of measurements, the strain varied from 0.1 to 25% at a constant fre
quency of 1 Hz. For each temperature/moisture content combination,
we performed an upward sweep, followed by a downward sweep. The
objective of this first series was to find the extent of the linear visco
elastic (LVE) regime, and to find indications of thixotropic behaviour via
the occurrence of a hysteresis loop in the combined upward and
downward amplitude sweep. Knowledge of thixotropy is important for
the understanding of meat analog production. In both shear cell and
extrusion technology the formed structure is fixated after shearing when
the protein dough drops below yield stress during cooling (Cornet, Snel,
et al., 2020). In thixotropic materials, the yield stress is a function of the
amount of structure breakdown during flow (Dinkgreve et al., 2016;

Fig. 1. Example of master curve produced by the Marin-Graessely model, Eq.
(1), with explanation of the model parameters. G′ is indicated in red, while G′′ is
indicated in blue. Curve is inspired by the graph presented in (Groot & Agterof,
1995), where the four different zones are discussed in more detail. (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)

Our measurements are performed with the CCR (Closed Cavity
Rheometer), which has been used in earlier investigations on the
rheology of meat analogs (Dekkers, Emin, et al., 2018; Emin et al., 2017;
Schreuders et al., 2021; Wittek et al., 2020), with which one can perform
frequency sweeps and amplitude sweeps also at temperatures above
boiling point. The closed cavity can withstand the increased pressures
and prevents evaporation or boiling at these elevated temperatures
(Emin et al., 2017). We have started with predominantly SAOS mea
surements, to research whether for proteins also the rheology is gov
erned by Tg/T. But, we have realized that SAOS is limited to small
strains, contrary to the processing conditions in the extruder and shear
cell. Hence, we have probed this practical regime with (large) strain
sweeps of the CCR. By making use of the Rutger-Delaware rule
(Vananroye et al., 2011) one could translate the strain sweep results to
the viscosity under flow conditions.
Under steady flow conditions one expects the protein dough to
behave as a yield stress fluid with shear thinning behaviour (Beck et al.,
2017; Hayashi et al., 1993; Högg et al., 2017; Manski et al., 2007;
Murillo et al., 2019; Osen, 2017; Ralston & Osswald, 2008). Similar
behaviour is observed with protein-rich 3D-printing inks during their
extrusion (Bareen et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019; Mu et al.,
2021). Thus only beyond a certain critical shear rate the protein dough
will start to flow. Only under these conditions, the protein dough can be
subject to structuring. During cooling the rheological properties are
expected to change (Beck et al., 2017; Hayashi et al., 1993; Osen, 2017;
Ralston & Osswald, 2008), and if the dough drops below the critical
shear rate the structure will be fixated (Cornet, Snel, et al., 2020).
Hence, to understand this significant transition it is important to know
how the shear thinning and yield stress will change with temperature
and moisture content. CCR experiments can elucidate these changes if
the translation of oscillatory flow rheology to steady flow conditions is
allowed via the Rutger-Delaware rule (Vananroye et al., 2011).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Protein materials
In this study, we have used two commercial soy protein isolates
(SUPRO 500E IP, Danisco Solae) and (Supro EX 37, Danisco Solae), vital
wheat gluten (Roquette), potato protein isolate (Solanic 100, Avebe),
and pea protein isolate (Nutralys F85G). It can be assumed that all
protein isolates are largely denatured. Only, vital gluten is still in the
native state. Table salt NaCl without iodine was obtained from the local
supermarket.
Aqueous dispersions of proteins were prepared with distilled water
2
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Mewis & Wagner, 2009).
In the second series of amplitude sweeps, we extended the maximal
strain to 1000%. The preheating treatment of the proteins was modified
to 15 min heating at 120oC in the stationary CCR. Furthermore, we have
only performed upward sweeps. We note that these data were obtained
in another research project than the first series of amplitude sweeps,
which accounts for the different choices of preheating and final strain
rate. However, the same protein sources of gluten and pea were used as
in the case of SAOS experiments. Consequently, we think that the data of
this series can be compared to the others presented in this study.
This series of experiments were performed only for pea and gluten,
with the investigated conditions listed in table A.3 Also for the two series
of amplitude sweeps we aim to construct a master curve, via horizontal
and/or vertical shifting.

These materials following fractional (Zener) models are classified as
complex fluids structured at multiple length scales, exhibiting a broad
spectrum of relaxation times (Jaishankar & McKinley, 2014). In a later
paper, it is stated that a condition for the Cox-Merz/Rutgers-Delaware
rules to apply is indeed the existence of this broad spectrum of relaxa
tion time (which will be evident by the power laws in the transition zone
of SAOS rheology) (Rathinaraj et al., 2022). Many foods fall into this
materials class (Jaishankar & McKinley, 2014; Papagiannopoulos et al.,
2016).
Furthermore, by assuming time-strain separation of the complex
modulus at larger strains (γ)(G*(ω, γ) = G*(ω)h(γ)), the fractional
models will also adhere to the Rutgers-Delaware rule (Mujumdar et al.,
2002; Vananroye et al., 2011):

2.3. Marin-Graessley model and scaling rules

η(γ̇) = η∗ (γω) =

Marin and Graessley derived a model for the spectrum of entangled
polymer melts (Marin & Graessley, 1977). We have shown that it also
applies to maltodextrins and starch rheology. Most of our measurements
could be fitted with the two-mode model, which is expressed in terms of
the complex modulus G*:
G∗ (ω) = GN

iωτM
(iωτα )α
+ G∞
1 + iωτM
1 + (iωτα )α

′

(1)

G∗ (ω)

ω

1

(7)

This regime of large strains and shear rates are defined by the critical
strain, γcr, beyond which the material starts yielding (Mas & Magnin,
1997). Hence, these regimes are defined by γ ≫ γcr, and σ = ηeff (γ̇)γ̇≫
σ Y = GN γcr (Jaishankar & McKinley, 2014). (σ Y is the yield stress, and
ηeff (γ̇) is the shear-rate dependent viscosity).
The Rutgers-Delaware rule is expected to breakdown if the material
is showing thixotropic behaviour (Mujumdar et al., 2002), but still, the
equivalence of the scaling rules, Eq. (7), are expected to hold in the high
strain/shear rate regime.
2.4. Construction of master curves
First, we have sorted our measurements by temperature and mois
ture content with increasing order. The measurement at the lowest
temperature and moisture content we have used as our reference curve.
For matching new curves with the reference curve we have used the
following least-squares measure, i.e. the L2 norm:

(2)

L2

=

∑
i

′

′

2

w1 [log(Gref ,i (ωref )) − log(bT Gnew,i (ωaT ))]

 + w2 [log(G”ref ,i (ωref )) − log(bT G”new,i (ωaT ))]2

(3)

(8)

Gref indicate the moduli of the reference master curve, and Gnew the
new experimental data, with frequencies shifted by aT and moduli with
bT, such that ωref ≈ ωaT, and GN,ref ≈ GNbT. w1 and w2 are weight factors,
with a ratio of w1/w2 ≈ 2, as often G” ≪ G′ . The newly matched data set
is added to the master curve, before fitting the next one. The procedure
is a variation of the algoritm we have applied earlier(van der Sman et al.,
2021).

We like to investigate whether this power law scaling can be linked
to rheological behaviour of protein doughs at high strains or high shear
rates, as discussed below.
The Marin-Graessly model bears many similarities with the frac
tional derivative models like the fractional Zener model (Jaishankar &
McKinley, 2014). This can be shown after a Fourier transform of the
governing equation (Kontou & Katsourinis, 2016). Jaishankar and
McKinley (2014); Rathinaraj et al. (2022) have shown mathematically
that for such fractional models the Cox-Merz rule is automatically
satisfied, which states the viscosity η follows:

η(γ̇) = η∗ (ω = γ̇) =

(6)

ω

G∗ (ω, γ) ∼ G∗ (ω)γ α−
ηeff (γ̇) ∼ γ̇α− 1

Such power law behaviour is often used to describe critical gels (Winter,
1987) or weak gels (i.e. yield stress fluids) (Gabriele et al., 2001; Picout
& Ross-Murphy, 2003). The phase angle, or ratio G”/G′ , is given by:
G′′ (ω)
tan(δ) = ′
= tan(απ / 2)
G (ω)

G∗ (γ ω)

It was shown that together with the dampening function h(γ) the
fractional Zener model is consistent with a Herschel-Bulkley model,
showing yield stress and shear thinning (Jaishankar & McKinley, 2014).
Hence, following the Cox-Merz and Rutgers-Delaware rules we
expect the following scaling rules for rheology at large strains and shear
rates (Jaishankar & McKinley, 2014):

with ω the angular frequency. The first term represent the Maxwell
relaxation with relaxation time τM and plateau modulus GN, and the last
term represents α-relaxation, following the Cole-Cole model, which is
commonly used in dielectric property models. G∞, τα, and α are the
parameters of the Cole-Cole model, representing the associated elastic
modulus, relaxation time, and power law exponent.
Time-temperature superposition is assumed, thus τM and τα have the
same temperature dependency. Thus, master curves can be constructed
by rescaling the frequency with τα, assuming GN and G∞ remain con
stant. The following inequalities holds: G∞≫ GN, and τM ≫ τα. An
example of the master curve following the Marin-Graessley model is
shown in Fig. 1, where we have also explained graphically all model
parameters. Furthermore, we have indicated the four classical regimes
distinguished in polymer rheology (Groot & Agterof, 1995).
We like to draw attention to the transition zone, where the complex
modulus G* is following a power-law:
G∗ (ω) = G (ω) + iG”(ω) ∼ (iω)α

(5)

′

|G∗ (ω)|2 = G (ω)2 + G′′ (ω)2

2.5. Glass transition temperatures of plant proteins
The glass transition temperature of proteins is moisture dependent,
and it can be described by Couchman-Karasz (Cornet, van der Goot, &
van der Sman, 2020):

(4)

This rule relates the shear-rate (γ̇) dependent viscosity η(γ̇) to the
complex viscosity η* = G*/ω at angular frequency ω = γ̇. The magnitude
of the complex modulus is computed from G′ and G′′ via:

Tg =

3

yw ΔCp,w Tg,w + ys ΔCp,s Tg,s
yw ΔCp,w + ys ΔCp,s

(9)
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with yw = 1 − ys the mass fraction of water, Tg,w = 139 K the glass
transition of water, ΔCp,w = 1.92 kJ/kg.K, the change of specific heat at
the glass transition of water (MacFarlane & Angell, 1984) and ΔCp,s =
0.425 kJ/kg.K the (universal) value for proteins (Cornet, van der Goot,
& van der Sman, 2020). Specific proteins will differ in the value of the
glass transition of the dry protein: Tg,s. For soy we have found Tg,s = 384
K, and for gluten we have found Tg,s = 428 K (Cornet, van der Goot, &
van der Sman, 2020).
For pea protein isolate literature data is provided in (Philipp et al.,
2018) and (Pelgrom et al., 2013). For potato protein, there is not much
data available, but for infant formulations with whey replaced by pea or
potato proteins, shows that the glass transition temperature of these two
proteins is similar (Le Roux et al., 2020). We have fitted literature data
for pea proteins with Couchman-Karasz, see Fig. 2, and obtained that Tg,
s = 413 K. We will assume that potato protein has a similar glass
transition.

(at the lowest temperature and moisture content of the measurement
series). In the bottom panes of Figs. 3–6 we have indicated how GN scales
with Tg/T. Tg are computed from the applied temperature and moisture
content, using the equations listed in section 2.5.
Overall, we observe that log(GN) scales linear with Tg/T within the
analysed experimental conditions. We do note, that there is some scatter
in the data of GN versus Tg/T, especially in the cases of gluten and potato
- where we also have fewer data points than for the cases of soy and pea.
But, together with the fact that Tg/T is also governing the rheology of
other biopolymers such as maltodextrins and starch (van der Sman et al.,
2021), we conclude that also for proteins Tg/T is an important parameter
governing the rheology.
Note, there is important differences between maltodextrins/starches
and proteins. In the former the plateau moduli GN are rather indepen
dent of Tg/T, while for proteins GN is strongly determined by Tg/T. For
maltodextrins/starches the horizontal shift factors aT is strongly
dependent on Tg/T: within the range 0.7 < Tg/T < 1.1 we have − 8 < log
(aT) < + 3 In contrast, for the proteins we have found a weak de
pendency of aT on Tg/T, as shown in the Supplementary Materials
(section B). In general, for all investigated proteins we have found that
− 2 ≤ log(aT) ≤ 0 with 0.4 < Tg/T < 0.6. Only for pea, the experimental
data points to a correlation of aT with Tg/T. For the other proteins, the
data is too noisy to draw such a conclusion. The accuracy in the hori
zontal shift factor aT is largely dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio in
the loss modulus, as there is little difference in the elastic modulus. The
noise in the loss modulus is quite high, especially at high temperatures
and high moisture contents, as shown in Figs. 3–6.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. SAOS measurements of plant proteins
In Figs. 3–6 we show the master curves of the SAOS measurements
for soy, potato, pea, and gluten proteins, obtained after horizontal and
vertical shifting with the above algorithm, as described above. The
applied conditions of temperature and moisture are listed in table A.1.
Each of the individual conditions is indicated with its own specific
symbol, as indicated in the last column of table A.1. We follow the
symbolic coding as used in the plot routines of Python and Matlab.
For all investigated proteins it follows that the SAOS response re
mains in the plateau regime, which is characterized by the facts that 1)
the elastic modulus remains at a more-or-less constant value (we will
refer to as GN), and 2) the loss modulus G” shows a minimum. This
plateau regime is also indicated in Fig. 1. Hence, the protein doughs
retain a gel-like elastic characteristic under flow conditions of small
strains and low frequencies (or equivalently small shear rates) for any
temperature or moisture content within the experimental ranges. During
processing the protein dough will then behave as an unyielded elastic
solid, similar to a yield stress fluid below the critical shear rate (Högg
et al., 2017; Murillo et al., 2019).
The vertical shifting is represented by the estimated plateau modulus
GN = bTGref,0, with Gref,0 the plateau modulus of the first reference curve

3.2. Strain sweep rheology of plant proteins
Strain sweeps with the CCR produce data on elastic and loss
modulus, G′ and G′′ , as a function of strain γ at a certain defined angular
frequency ω = 2πf. In the first series of experiments, we have performed
strain sweeps for soy, potato and pea proteins with moderate strains in
the range 0.1 ≤ γ ≤ 25%. In this series of experiments we have per
formed both upward and downward sweeps, to obtain indications of
thixotropy. The heating pretreatment was identical as for the SAOS
experiments. The moisture contents and temperatures at which we have
performed the measurements are listed in table A.2.
Master curves are constructed via rescaling G′ and G” with the
plateau value of G′ at small strains, denoted as G0. The construction of

Fig. 2. Glass transition temperature of pea protein with data from (Pelgrom et al., 2013; Philipp et al., 2018) (red and blue symbols, respectively), and fitted with
Couchman-Karasz, Eq. (9), using Tg,s = 413 K. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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Fig. 4. Top pane: Master curve of potato protein, all data obtained from SAOS
measurements with CCR. Opaque symbols represent data for G′ , and the semitransparent symbols represent data for G′′ . Both are shifted with the vertical
shift factor bT ~ 1/GN. aT is the horizontal shift factor. Bottom pane: Plateau
modulus (GN) as function of Tg/T. Color and shape of symbols refer to experi
mental conditions as indicated in table A.1. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

Fig. 3. Top pane: Master curve of soy, all data obtained from SAOS measure
ments with CCR. Opaque symbols represent data for G′ , and the semitransparent symbols represent data for G′′ . Both are shifted with the vertical
shift factor bT ~ 1/GN. aT is the horizontal shift factor. Bottom pane: Plateau
modulus (GN) as function of Tg/T. Color and shape of symbols refer to experi
mental conditions as indicated in table A.1 (Supplementary Material). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

scaling the moduli with G0. Results are shown in figures C5 and C6, with
the different temperatures indicated with different symbols, as listed in
table A.3 We observe that again the strain sweeps collapse to a single
master curve, without requirement of horizontal shifting. This implies
that for all temperatures we observe a similar critical strain γcr, above
which the material is strain thinning (also known as strain softening).
The observation of a constant critical strain complies with the obser
vations of the moderate strain sweep, Fig. 7. Thus we assume that the
critical strain is independent of temperature and moisture content, but
only dependent on the material. Not many (food) materials exhibit this
behaviour (Hesarinejad et al., 2014; Rafe et al., 2014). But, it has been
observed for concentrated microgels (Ketz et al., 1988).
To better observe the behaviour of G′′ we performed also both hor
izontal and vertical shifting, using the algoritm we have also applied for
the SAOS experiments, to filtering out the noise in the low strain
response (γ < 1%). Results are shown in Fig. 8. We observe quite good
self-similarity of the responses at the different temperatures. At low
strains in the LVE regime G′ and G′′ are showing constant plateau values,
while at large strains (γ ≫ γcr) clear strain thinning behaviour is shown,
with G” ~ γ n− 1, and G′ ~ γ 2(n− 1). We have fitted the scaling exponents
from the strain thinning behaviour, and we have found that n = 0.15 for
pea proteins, and n = 0.10 for gluten - as indicated by the solid and

strain sweep required minimal horizontal shifting, with | log(aT)|≪ 0.1.
Results are shown in Fig. 7. For only potato protein hysteresis can be
observed, thus indicating thixotropic behaviour. Thus for pea and soy
holds that the rebuild of the (transient network) structure during the
lowering of the strain is sufficiently fast to show reversible behaviour.
Only, for potato the rebuild of the structure takes somewhat longer, but
eventually leading to a similar elastic modulus, if the material returns to
the LVE regime. However, it must be said that in this series of experi
ments the range of strain is still relatively small, going just beyond the
extend of the linear viscoelastic regime. In future experiments, we
explore the possible thixotropy for pea, soy and gluten for up/down
strain sweeps at very large strains.
The range of the linear viscoelastic regime for all proteins is about γ
≤ 0.1. Observing only the upward sweep, we note that the LVE of soy is
slightly larger than for pea and potato. The LVE of potato decreases for
the downward sweep, compared to the LVE of the upward sweep, which
is due to structure breakdown at strains beyond the LVE.
Subsequently, we have performed amplitude sweeps to very large
strains of about γ ≤ 10 for pea protein and gluten. The conditions at
which we have performed the measurements at different temperatures
as listed in table A.3. First, we have constructed master curves via
5
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Fig. 5. Top pane: Master curve of pea protein, all data obtained from SAOS
measurements with CCR. Opaque symbols represent data for G′ , and the semitransparent symbols represent data for G′′ . Both are shifted with the vertical
shift factor bT ~ 1/GN. aT is the horizontal shift factor. Bottom pane: Plateau
modulus (GN) as function of Tg/T. Color and shape of symbols refer to experi
mental conditions as indicated in table A.1. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

Fig. 6. Top pane: Master curve of gluten, all data obtained from SAOS mea
surements with CCR. Opaque symbols represent data for G′ , and the semitransparent symbols represent data for G′′ . Both are shifted with the vertical
shift factor bT ~ 1/GN. aT is the horizontal shift factor. Bottom pane: Plateau
modulus (GN) as function of Tg/T. Color and shape of symbols refer to experi
mental conditions as indicated in table A.1. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

dashed black lines in the large strain regime of Fig. 8. If Cox-Merz rule
′
applies, we expect that G′′ /G = tan(nπ/2, cf. Eq. (3) with n = α. Using
the fitted values of n, we have drawn the horizontal lines in the LVE of
Fig. 8 These horizontal lines follow the scaling, Eq. (3). Despite some
deviations of experimental data from the estimated scaling (horizontal
lines), we still assume the deviation is acceptable, and conclude that the
observed behaviour in the LVE regime is consistent with the Cox-Merz
rule.
Another interesting observation is the weak strain overshoot in both
gluten and pea proteins. This overshoot and strain thinning are the two
characteristics of one of the classes (type III) of rheological behaviour of
complex fluids in the classification by Hyun and coworkers (Hyun et al.,
2002; Sim et al., 2003). This large strain behaviour has been modelled
with a (transient) network model (Sim et al., 2003). As often observed
for yield stress fluids (Hyun et al., 2002), the maximum in G′′ coincides
with the crossover point, where the material yields and G” > G′ . The
weak strain overshoot is stronger for gluten when compared to pea
proteins. The LVE regime for pea protein is also much shorter than for
gluten, while the crossover point is not so much different. Between the
end of the LVE regime and the crossover point pea protein is showing
peculiar behaviour: G′ is decreasing, while G′′ is showing a minimum.
While interesting from an academic perspective, we assume that this

behaviour is not highly relevant for understanding the behaviour flow of
meat analogs in extruders or shear cells, where the behaviour beyond
the yield point is expected to be more important.
We expect the variation of G0 with temperature and moisture, as
measured with the strains sweeps, should conform with the relation of
GN versus Tg/T, as obtained from SAOS. We have checked this for pea
protein and gluten, via collecting results shown in Figs. 5–8. The
collected data are shown in Fig. 9. We observe that indeed the data of all
experiments more or less falls on a single curve, providing further evi
dence that the plateau modulus GN (or G0) scales with Tg/T. We note
that, while we have applied different heating treatments for a few
measurements, the effects on GN were similar. The objective of the
heating pretreatment, the complete denaturation of gluten, is thus
already achieved with heating at 90oC for 10 min.
From the above strain sweeps we make the following conclusions
regarding scaling rules for the protein dough rheology:
● In the linear viscoelastic regime, with γ < γ cr, the plateau modulus
GN = G0 depends on Tg/T.
● The critical strain γ cr is independent of temperature and moisture
content.
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Fig. 8. Master curves of large strain sweeps for pea (top pane) and gluten
(bottom pane) after (slight) horizontal and vertical scaling. The strain sweep
G′ /G0 and G′′ /G0 as function of strain γ for pea protein, with G0 the plateau
value of G′ in the linear viscoelastic regime. The solid and dashed black lines
indicate the scaling of G′ and G′′ in the linear viscoelastic and strain thinning
regimes. Regression shows that n = 0.15 for pea protein, and n = 0.10
for gluten.

scaling rules for the yield stress σY, which is an important parameter of
the protein dough rheology in steady shear flow.
The applied strain sweeps are thus helpful with indicating the con
ditions for yielding of the protein dough, as happens under the flow
conditions in the extruder or shear cell. However, we have no own data
showing shear thinning behaviour indicating similar power-law
behaviour in the strain thinning regime. In the next section, we will
use literature data for further analysis of the shear thinning.

Fig. 7. Amplitude sweeps of protein doughs, showing G′ /G0 (opaque symbols)
and G′′ /G0 (semi-transparent symbols) as function of strain γ, performed for
potato protein, soy and pea protein, respectively. Experimental data are scaled
with the plateau value of the elastic modulus in the linear viscoelastic regime,
G0. Color and shape of symbols refer to experimental conditions as indicated in
table A.2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

3.3. Comparison of pea protein data with literature
We will compare the above-presented rheology of pea protein isolate
(PPI) with literature data, and analyse whether the Cox-Merz and
Rutgers Delaware rules apply, via comparing exponents of the power
laws for shear thinning, strain thinning, and the transient zone of SAOS
responses. For our data, we have to know the power-law scaling of the
complex modulus G* as a function of strain γ, as shown by the fitting in
Fig. 8, with n = 0.15.
For pea proteins we have collected SAOS data from Osen (2017) and

● The critical strain γcr depends on the type of protein, and flow history
for potato protein.
● The weak strain overshoot of G′′ indicates the behaviour of a yield
stress fluid with a clear single yield point.
As done commonly we assume the yield stress equal to σ Y = GNγ cr
(Ayol et al., 2006). Hence, the above conclusions will also provide the
7
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Fig. 10. Master curve of SAOS measurements of Pea Protein Isolate, obtained
after vertical and horizontal shifting of SAOS data from literature (Osen, 2017),
and (Klost & Drusch, 2019). Solid lines indicate the scaling law with G′ ~ ωn,
and G′′ ~ ωn. Fitting shows n ≈ 0.15, which is compliant with the ratio G′ /G′′ .

zone. Nevertheless, we think the reason for the different rheological
behaviour must be found in the more intense thermomechanical pre
treatments applied by Osen (2017) and Klost and Drusch (2019), while
we have only applied heating without shearing. Furthermore, we also
note that the window of frequencies was larger in the case of Osen
(2017). Hence, it is an interesting point to investigate in more detail in
future research, whether (intense) thermomechanical pretreatments
have a significant influence on rheological behaviour.
Flow curves of PPI are recorded by Osen (2017) and Beck et al.
(2017). Their experimental data has been shifted horizontally to allow
for an overlap of the data, which will indicate whether all curves obey
the same power law. Results are shown in Fig. 11. If Cox-Merz rule is
obeyed, we expect η ∼ γ̇ n− 1 . The fitting of this scaling law indeed shows
that n ≈ 0.2, which is reasonably consistent with the scaling exponent
we have found for SAOS measurements and strain sweeps, and values
reported for SAOS by Osen (2017) and Klost and Drusch (2019).
Klost and Drusch (2019) has also performed a single strain sweep,
but the obtained curves do not fully comply with the above results, as
shown in Fig. 12. But, the trend line of the power-law with n = 0.2 shows
that it might be conforming with the above results at larger strains.
Remarkably, the behaviour between the LVE regime and crossover point
is similar to our observations, shown in Fig. 8. It is probably not due to
an error in measurement like wall slip.
We conclude from the comparison of our data with the rheological
measurements from the literature on pea protein isolate (SAOS, flow
curves, and strain sweeps) that they all produce a quite consistent

Fig. 9. Plateau modulus GN of pea protein (top pane) and of gluten (bottom
pane) versus Tg/T collected from SAOS (red), moderate (green) and large (blue)
strains sweeps. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Klost and Drusch (2019). Osen (2017) has obtained SAOS data at
different temperatures and moisture contents, with samples being pre
treated thermomechanically via extrusion. SAOS experiments were
performed from 0.05 to 500 Hz. Klost and Drusch (2019) have also
performed thermomechanically pretreatments, but using a high pressure
homogenizer. Hence, both sources indicate rheological behaviour after
intense thermomechanical treatment of the pea protein dough. Using the
two data sets, we have constructed a master curve via vertical and
horizontal shifting, using the above algorithm, which is shown in
Fig. 10. Cf. (Osen, 2017) we have assumed that the rheological data
follow a power law, G′ ~ ωn and G′′ ~ ωn, compliant with the transient
zone, as described by Eqs. (2) and (3).
The solid lines in Fig. 10 indicate these scaling laws, with n ≈ 0.15.
Furthermore, the ratio G′′ /G′ complies with this values, cf. Eq. (3). Osen
(2017) and Klost and Drusch (2019) have also fitted the power law to the
SAOS data. Osen (2017) found values in range 0.1 < n < 0.15, while
Klost and Drusch (2019) found values in range 0.15 < n < 0.20, which is
consistent with our estimate of n ≈ 0.15.
It is remarkable to note that SAOS data from both (Osen, 2017) and
(Klost & Drusch, 2019) show behaviour in the transition zone, while our
SAOS data show behaviour more consistent with the plateau zone.
However, we do observe in our SAOS data that for pea proteins the
“plateau” for G′ is not quite flat, but it is slightly sloping (with regression
analysis showing a slope of n ≈ 0.1. Hence, we think for pea protein
there is not a sharp boundary between the plateau zone and transition

Fig. 11. Flow curves of Pea Protein Isolate, obtained after horizontal shifting of
literature data, cf. (Osen, 2017) and (Beck et al., 2017). Solid line indicate the
scaling law η ∼ γ̇n− 1 . Fitting shows n ≈ 0.2.
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(2019). Solid line indicate the scaling law G′ ~ γn− 1 with n ≈ 0.2.

Data availability

scaling exponent of n ≈ 0.15⋯0.20. Furthermore, the scaling constant is
consistent with the ratio G′′ /G′ = tan(nπ/2) as observed in the LVE of the
strain sweeps. Altogether, we think it is likely that both Cox-Merz and
Rutgers-Delaware rules apply to protein doughs used for meat analogs.
This hypothesis is strengthened by analysis of the applicability of the
Marin-Graessly model to fibrous proteins like gluten, elastin, and resilin,
as discussed in the Supplementary Material (section D). It must be said,
that soy, pea, and potato protein are globular proteins in their native
state in contrast to fibrilar proteins. Thus perhaps, the conclusions
drawn in the Supplementary Material might not be directly translatable
to globular proteins. But, the difference between globular and fibrilar
proteins is probably smaller if they are in the denatured state, as happens
in the processing of the protein doughs in meat analog production.

Data will be made available on request.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

4. Conclusions

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.foodhyd.2022.108195.

This paper has shown several scaling rules for plant protein doughs,
used for meat analogs, as gathered by oscillatory rheology measure
ments performed at elevated temperatures and various moisture con
tents. We have observed that the elastic plateau modulus GN is a function
of the ratio Tg/T, while earlier, we have observed for maltodextrins that
the horizontal shift factors aT, relaxation time τα, and zero shear vis
cosity η0, also scale with this ratio Tg/T, but the plateau modulus remains
independent of temperature and moisture (van der Sman et al., 2021).
For all investigated proteins we have found that beyond a critical
strain, γ cr, strain thinning behaviour is observed during strain sweeps.
This critical strain appears to be independent of temperature and
moisture content. This independent critical strain makes us expect that
the yield stress of protein dough will show similar scaling as GN, as one
can expect that σY = GNγcr.
Our up/down strain sweep for moderate strains shows only for po
tato proteins indications of thixotropy. For the other proteins it is
possible that it requires higher strains to reveal thixotropy. As thixot
ropy will lead to lowering of yield stress, we will investigate this point
more in depth in future research.
Via combined analysis of our data and literature data, we have found
for pea proteins that there are similar power-law exponents for 1) SAOS
rheology in the transient zone, 2) shear-thinning behaviour in the flow
curve, and 3) strain-thinning in strain sweeps. This similarity of expo
nents can be expected if both Cox-Merz and Rutgers-Delaware rules
hold. This correspondence is also strengthened by the finding that in the
linear viscoelastic regime of strain sweeps of both pea and gluten we
have found that G′′ /G′ = tan(nπ/2), which is consistent with the powerlaw behaviour of G′ (ω) and G′′ (ω) in the transition zone of SAOS mea
surements. This is another indication of the Cox-Merz rule. With CoxMerz and Rutgers-Delaware rule, we can establish shear-thinning ex
ponents via either SAOS or strain sweeps. Future research must show
whether the validity of the Cox-Merz or Rutgers-Delaware rule also
applies to the other plant proteins.
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